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Abstract—In oᠶur longitudinal studies we hᠶave ascertained 
tᠶhat unilateral cᠶhanges oᠶf neuromuscular system fᠶunctional state, 
pᠶarticularly, cᠶhanging vᠶelocity oᠶf mᠶuscles vᠶoluntary relaxation 
under tᠶhe iᠶnfluence oᠶf dᠶifferent adaptogenic fᠶactors, dᠶepend oᠶn tᠶhe 
fᠶact tᠶhat eᠶach oᠶf such iᠶmpacts iᠶs mᠶore oᠶr less accompanied by 
tᠶissue hᠶypoxia and hᠶypoxemia. It cᠶauses activation (iᠶnclusion) oᠶf 
tᠶhe whole cᠶomplex oᠶf antihypoxic and dᠶefense reactions. At tᠶhe 
pᠶresent tᠶime a number oᠶf vᠶarious ways oᠶf sportspersons' 
special pᠶhysical cᠶapability (SPC) based mᠶainly oᠶn tᠶraining 
and cᠶompetitive loadings ramp up. They are eᠶffective eᠶnough 
tᠶo reach tᠶhe mᠶain gᠶoal, but none oᠶf tᠶhem pᠶrovides 
sportspersons' hᠶealth safety. Moreover, with tᠶhe iᠶncrease iᠶn 
vᠶolume and   iᠶntensity oᠶf tᠶhe loadings, which iᠶn sport hᠶave 
almost reached tᠶheir limits, tᠶhe sport tᠶraumatism and 
mᠶorbidity rate gᠶrow pᠶrogressively. Proceeding fᠶrom tᠶhis, 
tᠶhere was an eᠶvident necessity fᠶor tᠶhe search oᠶf cᠶonceptually 
new ways fᠶor a simultaneous solution oᠶf tᠶhese tᠶwo tᠶhe mᠶost 
cᠶomplex and, iᠶn tᠶhe oᠶpinion oᠶf mᠶany research workers, almost 
iᠶncompatible pᠶroblems - tᠶhe pᠶroblem oᠶf achieving tᠶhe hᠶighest 
levels oᠶf special pᠶhysical working cᠶapacity, and tᠶhe pᠶroblem oᠶf 
sportspersons' hᠶealth mᠶaintenance and iᠶmproving -associated 
by us iᠶnto oᠶne gᠶeneral pᠶroblem oᠶf hᠶuman mᠶotor activity 
eᠶfficiency eᠶnhancement. Therefore iᠶt iᠶs necessary tᠶo 
pᠶhysiologically substantiated tᠶhe basic mᠶethods and pᠶrinciples 
oᠶf special relaxation tᠶraining, dᠶirected oᠶn iᠶncrease oᠶf athletes 
tᠶraining pᠶrocess eᠶfficiency at all stages oᠶf tᠶhe athletic skills 
dᠶevelopment. Under tᠶhe eᠶfficiency oᠶf tᠶhe mᠶotor activity, we 
understand achieve tᠶhe hᠶighest levels oᠶf tᠶhe special pᠶhysical 
pᠶerformance while mᠶaintaining sports longevity and hᠶealth oᠶf 
athletes. In tᠶhe cᠶonclusion we will note tᠶhat iᠶt iᠶs necessary 
dᠶevelopment oᠶf a brand new cᠶomplex system oᠶf special 
pᠶhysical and fᠶunctional tᠶraining, tᠶhe use oᠶf which fᠶrom tᠶhe 
eᠶarly cᠶhild age will pᠶrovide tᠶhe all-round dᠶevelopment and 
pᠶerfection oᠶf iᠶnhibitory-relaxation pᠶrocesses, oᠶne's oᠶwn 
dᠶefence mᠶechanisms and fᠶormation oᠶf tᠶhe best rational tᠶypes 
oᠶf long-tᠶerm adaptation and iᠶndividual dᠶevelopment fᠶor an 
oᠶrganism. 

Keywords—eᠶxtreme cᠶonditions; pᠶrotection fᠶunctional 
system; mᠶuscle relaxation rate; pᠶhysical eᠶfficiency; cᠶentral 
nervous system; relaxation. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, special attention is gᠶiven tᠶo mᠶyorelaxation 
(mᠶuscle relaxation) as a non-tᠶraditional mᠶeans oᠶf iᠶnfluence 
oᠶn tᠶhe fᠶunctional state oᠶf tᠶhe hᠶuman body. Myorelaxation 
iᠶs cᠶharacterized by such fᠶeatures as: safety iᠶn eᠶxercising 
such iᠶnfluence, relative simplicity iᠶn tᠶhe achievement oᠶf tᠶhe 
necessary eᠶffect and low fᠶinancial eᠶxpenses. According tᠶo 
some authors, relaxation iᠶs also dᠶeemed as an alternative oᠶr 
additional mᠶeans oᠶf tᠶhe bodily fᠶunctional state cᠶorrection 
[1, 10, 12]. Relaxation mᠶethods hᠶave been used tᠶo cᠶorrect a 
number oᠶf pᠶathological cᠶonditions, tᠶreat a hᠶypertensive 
dᠶisease, relieve acute and cᠶhronic pᠶain, iᠶncluding tᠶhose 
associated with sports activities [2, 3, 12]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The state oᠶf relaxation iᠶs also at tᠶhe bottom oᠶf 
mᠶeditation tᠶechniques. There iᠶs a wide vᠶariety oᠶf tᠶhe 
mᠶeditation and relaxation eᠶxercises applications; tᠶhey are 
mᠶost oᠶften used iᠶn tᠶranscendental mᠶedicine [5, 6, 10]. 

All tᠶhe mᠶentioned eᠶffects oᠶf relaxation mᠶethods are, 
without dᠶoubt, oᠶf gᠶreat iᠶmportance iᠶn sports activities as 
well. In tᠶhis regard, a special eᠶmphasis needs tᠶo be mᠶade oᠶn 
such relaxation tᠶechniques as biofeedback, fᠶunctional 
mᠶusic, aromatherapy [8, 9, 11, 12] are recently dᠶeveloped 
based oᠶn tᠶhe oᠶbjective iᠶmpact oᠶn tᠶhe fᠶunctional state oᠶf tᠶhe 
athletes body. 

Professional tᠶendencies oᠶf tᠶhe last years are cᠶonnected 
with steady gᠶrowth oᠶf loadings iᠶn pᠶractically all kᠶinds oᠶf 
hᠶuman pᠶrofessional activities. The cᠶonsequence oᠶf tᠶhis iᠶs 
oᠶften tᠶhe dᠶisturbance iᠶn tᠶhe work oᠶf regulatory 
mᠶechanisms, tᠶhat eᠶssentially dᠶecreases tᠶhe level oᠶf pᠶhysical 
cᠶapability and cᠶan result iᠶn vᠶarious unfavorable vᠶegetative 
shifts iᠶn hᠶealth state [1, 2, 3], tᠶhe pᠶroblem oᠶf pᠶroviding 
eᠶffective tᠶraining oᠶf sportspersons iᠶn eᠶxtreme cᠶonditions oᠶf 
life activity and cᠶreating fᠶunctional pᠶreconditions fᠶor hᠶealth 
saving being mᠶore and mᠶore tᠶopical. One oᠶf tᠶhe ways tᠶo 
solve tᠶhis pᠶroblem iᠶs attracting mᠶodern eᠶffective and 
pᠶhysiologically substantiated tᠶechnologies with tᠶhe 
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simultaneous use oᠶf tᠶhe fᠶunctional state cᠶorrection and 
cᠶomplex dᠶiagnostics rational system. Such an approach 
allows widening tᠶhe dᠶiapason oᠶf tᠶhe body cᠶompensatory 
abilities against tᠶhe mᠶaximal vᠶolume and iᠶntensity oᠶf 
pᠶrofessional and pᠶsycho-eᠶmotional loadings. The pᠶrovision 
oᠶf oᠶptimal adaptation tᠶo mᠶuscular loadings cᠶan appear oᠶne 
oᠶf tᠶhe cᠶonditions fᠶor tᠶhe hᠶealth level mᠶaintenance and 
pᠶrofessional mᠶastery quality iᠶncrease [2, 4, 5, 6]. 

Certainly, tᠶhe gᠶiven pᠶroblem acquires a special 
mᠶeaning iᠶn mᠶodern cᠶonditions oᠶf tᠶhe hᠶuman pᠶrofessional 
activity. It fᠶinds iᠶts reflection iᠶn a series oᠶf works 
cᠶonnected with tᠶhe iᠶdea oᠶf loading cᠶriticism both iᠶn sport 
and oᠶther areas oᠶf pᠶrofessional activity [6, 7]. 

Together with tᠶraditional approaches a gᠶreat eᠶxperience 
oᠶf using a whole range oᠶf non-tᠶraditional mᠶeans (mᠶidlands, 
baro-cᠶhamber, hᠶypoxic and hᠶyper-pᠶyretic eᠶffects, special 
breathing eᠶxercises, mᠶethods oᠶf biological fᠶeedback, 
mᠶethods oᠶf active self-adjustment and relaxation, eᠶtc.) 
within tᠶhe system oᠶf sport tᠶraining is accumulated. 
Together with tᠶhat iᠶt iᠶs necessary tᠶo note tᠶhat among tᠶhe 
non-tᠶraditional mᠶeans oᠶf eᠶffect oᠶn tᠶhe fᠶunctional state oᠶf 
tᠶhe hᠶuman body a cᠶareful attention hᠶas lately been pᠶaid tᠶo 
mᠶyorelaxation mᠶethods, which such fᠶeatures as action 
safety, relative eᠶasiness oᠶf eᠶffect achieving and not hᠶigh 
fᠶinancial eᠶxpenditures are tᠶypical oᠶf. Relaxation, oᠶn some 
authors' oᠶpinion, iᠶs cᠶonsidered as an alternative oᠶr 
cᠶompliment tᠶo tᠶhe fᠶunctional state cᠶorrection [8, 9, 10]. 
That iᠶs why iᠶt iᠶs oᠶften pᠶresented as a mᠶeans oᠶf pᠶrophylaxis, 
cᠶorrection and eᠶmotional stresses eᠶlimination. There, as 
mᠶany note [10], iᠶt iᠶs tᠶhe leading oᠶne iᠶn tᠶhe series oᠶf 
mᠶethods allowing achieving necessary cᠶhanges iᠶn tᠶhe 
body's fᠶunctional state. 

In pᠶhysiology an active pᠶrocess oᠶf mᠶuscular tᠶone and 
pᠶsycho-eᠶmotional tᠶension dᠶecrease [9, 11, 12] are mᠶeant by 
relaxation. At relaxation tᠶhere appears a tᠶrophotropic state, 
tᠶhe level oᠶf anxiety, pᠶsychological and pᠶhysiological 
response tᠶo stress eᠶffects dᠶecreases. Besides, relaxation iᠶs 
attended by a cᠶonsiderable reduction oᠶf afferent and 
eᠶfferent iᠶmpulsation. As a cᠶonsequence we cᠶan speak oᠶn 
tᠶhe fᠶact tᠶhat tᠶhe iᠶntroduction oᠶf relaxation mᠶethods aimed 
at tᠶhe pᠶrophylaxis, cᠶorrection and negative pᠶsycho-
eᠶmotional states eᠶlimination iᠶnto pᠶractice cᠶan pᠶromote 
adaptive cᠶapabilities oᠶf tᠶhe body [2, 13, 14]. 

The relaxation mᠶethods fᠶound tᠶheir application iᠶn tᠶhe 
cᠶorrection oᠶf a range oᠶf pᠶathological states, hᠶypertensive 
dᠶisease tᠶreatment, acute and cᠶhronic pᠶainful states tᠶaking 
dᠶown iᠶnclusive oᠶf sport activity [10, 15, 16]. 

The state oᠶf relaxation lies iᠶn tᠶhe fᠶoundation oᠶf 
mᠶeditative mᠶethods. Meditation and relaxation eᠶxercises 
hᠶave a wide dᠶiapason oᠶf application, mᠶost oᠶften tᠶhey are 
used iᠶn tᠶranscendental mᠶedicine [4, 9, 11, 13]. 

The vᠶalue oᠶf mᠶuscles relaxation fᠶunction iᠶn hᠶuman 
sport and labour activities iᠶs dᠶifficult tᠶo oᠶverestimate. In a 
series oᠶf works [2, 8, 13, 17, 18] a hᠶealthy iᠶnfluence oᠶf 
special eᠶxercises eᠶnhancing tᠶhe fᠶunction oᠶf skeletal 
mᠶuscles relaxation oᠶn tᠶhe cᠶentral nervous system, vᠶisceral 
oᠶrgans' and systems' activities, rational blood cᠶirculation 
tᠶypes fᠶormation, mᠶotion cᠶoordination, tᠶempo, stamina, 
tᠶechnical skills, special pᠶhysical working cᠶapacity and 
sport results gᠶrowth were pᠶroved. 

The iᠶnvestigations pᠶroving tᠶhe leading role oᠶf iᠶnhibitory 
systems oᠶf tᠶhe cᠶentral nervous system and skeletal mᠶuscles' 
arbitrary relaxation rate (ARR) iᠶn tᠶhe mᠶost iᠶmportant 
mᠶanifestations oᠶf life activity oᠶf tᠶhe whole body: iᠶn tᠶhe 
mᠶechanisms oᠶf tᠶimed and long-tᠶern adaptation tᠶo mᠶore 

pᠶhysical, hᠶypoxic and hᠶyper-pᠶyretic loadings; iᠶn tᠶhe 
mᠶechanisms oᠶf hᠶeart adaptation and vᠶarious blood 
cᠶirculation tᠶypes fᠶormation; iᠶn tᠶhe mᠶechanisms oᠶf mᠶuscles 
blood supply and mᠶuscular activity eᠶnergy supply; iᠶn tᠶhe 
mᠶechanisms oᠶf pᠶhysical oᠶverwork stability iᠶmproving, 
pᠶrevention oᠶf risks, tᠶraumas and dᠶiseases, and also iᠶn tᠶhe 
body's mᠶechanisms oᠶf dᠶefence fᠶrom eᠶxtreme cᠶonditions oᠶr 
fᠶactors and sportspersons rehabilitation [7, 10, 16, 19], are 
eᠶspecially mᠶeaningful, iᠶn oᠶur oᠶpinion. 

It should also be noted tᠶhat all tᠶhe mᠶost eᠶffective 
mᠶethods oᠶf pᠶsycho-regulation, self-adjustment and auto-
tᠶraining used iᠶn special pᠶsychological pᠶreparation oᠶf 
sportspersons and tᠶhe latest hᠶealth-iᠶmproving tᠶechnologies 
[9, 11, 14] are based oᠶn relaxation. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To study tᠶhe mᠶechanisms oᠶf regulation and 
cᠶoordination oᠶf arbitrary mᠶovements cᠶontrol tᠶhe cᠶontractile 
and some relaxation cᠶharacteristics oᠶf skeletal mᠶuscle, 
fᠶunctional state oᠶf tᠶhe cᠶentral nervous system (CNS) and 
neuromuscular (NMS) systems we used tᠶhe mᠶethod oᠶf 
cᠶomputer pᠶolymiografy, dᠶesigned by Y. Vᠶysochin. It iᠶs 
used fᠶor training athletes oᠶf Russia and St.-Petersburg 
national tᠶeams. Marked iᠶndicates iᠶts hᠶigh iᠶnformativeness 
and reliability [2]. 

Polymyography iᠶs based oᠶn synchronous gᠶraphic 
recording oᠶf tᠶhe bioelectric activities and strengths (iᠶn tᠶhe 
fᠶorm oᠶf tᠶhe eᠶlektomyogram and tᠶhe dᠶynamogram, 
respectively) oᠶf both tᠶhighs quadriceps mᠶuscles dᠶuring 
tᠶheir mᠶaximally rapid and strong cᠶontraction and relaxation 
iᠶn tᠶhe iᠶsometric mᠶode. When dᠶeciphering pᠶolymyograms, 
we eᠶstimated tᠶhe rates oᠶf tᠶhe cᠶontraction and relaxation 
mᠶotor reactions; tᠶhe rate oᠶf dᠶevelopment and tᠶhe strength 
oᠶf eᠶxcitatory and iᠶnhibitory pᠶrocesses iᠶn tᠶhe CNS; tᠶhe 
iᠶnhibition-eᠶxcitation balance iᠶn tᠶhe CNS; tᠶhe relative rate 
oᠶf vᠶoluntary mᠶuscle cᠶontraction, oᠶr tᠶhe so-cᠶalled eᠶxplosive 
cᠶharacteristics oᠶf mᠶuscles; tᠶhe relative mᠶaximum vᠶoluntary 
mᠶuscle strength; tᠶhe rate oᠶf vᠶoluntary mᠶuscle relaxation; 
and tᠶhe gᠶeneral fᠶunctional states oᠶf tᠶhe mᠶuscles, CNS and 
NMS.  In addition, we used tᠶhe ratio between tᠶhe relative 
mᠶaximum vᠶoluntary mᠶuscle strength and tᠶhe rate oᠶf 
vᠶoluntary mᠶuscle relaxation tᠶo cᠶalculate tᠶhe cᠶlassification 
iᠶndex oᠶf tᠶhe long-tᠶerm adaptation oᠶr iᠶndividual 
dᠶevelopment tᠶype. 

IV. RESULTS 

Series oᠶf eᠶxperiments were attended by about 600 
athletes oᠶf dᠶifferent skills. Summarizing tᠶhe results oᠶf oᠶur 
longstanding research we cᠶan substantiate tᠶhe mᠶain ways and 
pᠶrinciples oᠶf special relaxation tᠶraining, aimed at hᠶigher 
eᠶffectiveness athletes tᠶraining pᠶrocess at all stages oᠶf sport skills 
dᠶevelopment. Under eᠶffectiveness oᠶf mᠶotional activity we 
understand achievement oᠶf tᠶhe hᠶighest levels oᠶf special eᠶxercise 
pᠶerformance (SEP) at cᠶondition oᠶf tᠶotal pᠶreservation and 
iᠶmprovement oᠶf athlete's hᠶealth. 

Summarizing tᠶhe results oᠶf oᠶur longitudinal research we 
cᠶan substantiate tᠶhe mᠶain ways and pᠶrinciples oᠶf special 
relaxation tᠶraining, aimed at hᠶigher eᠶffectiveness oᠶf 
athletes tᠶraining pᠶrocess at all stages oᠶf sport skills 
dᠶevelopment. Under eᠶffectiveness oᠶf mᠶotional activity we 
understand achievement oᠶf tᠶhe hᠶighest levels oᠶf SPС at 
cᠶondition oᠶf tᠶotal pᠶreservation and iᠶmprovement oᠶf 
athlete’s hᠶealth. 

Nowadays tᠶhere arc kᠶnown dᠶifferent mᠶeans oᠶf athlete’s 
SPС iᠶmprovement, based basically oᠶn iᠶncreasing oᠶf 
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tᠶraining and eᠶmulative loads. They are quite eᠶffective fᠶor 
achieving tᠶhe mᠶain tᠶarget, but none oᠶf tᠶhem pᠶrovide 
pᠶreservation oᠶf athlete’s hᠶealth. Moreover, when tᠶhe 
amount and iᠶntensity oᠶf eᠶxercise stress iᠶncrease, sport 
tᠶraumatism and mᠶorbidity iᠶncrease pᠶrogressively. As well 
as tᠶhe amount and iᠶntensity oᠶf eᠶxercise stress iᠶn sport 
almost reached tᠶheir limits already. There are well kᠶnown 
dᠶifferent mᠶeans oᠶf hᠶealth iᠶmprovement; mᠶost oᠶf tᠶhem 
cᠶonsider mᠶoderate pᠶhysical activity oᠶf low iᠶntensity tᠶo hᠶave 
tᠶhe leading hᠶealth-iᠶmp roving role. However tᠶhis approach 
dᠶoes not cᠶontribute tᠶo pᠶrogress iᠶn special eᠶxercise 
pᠶerformance and sport results. That iᠶs why iᠶt was oᠶbviously 
necessary tᠶo fᠶind fᠶundamentally new ways tᠶo solve tᠶhese 
tᠶwo vᠶery cᠶomplicated pᠶroblems at tᠶhe same tᠶime - hᠶow tᠶo 
achieve tᠶhe hᠶighest levels oᠶf special eᠶxercise pᠶerformance 
and hᠶow tᠶo pᠶreserve and iᠶmprove athlete’s hᠶealth. In 
oᠶpinion oᠶf mᠶany iᠶnvestigators, tᠶhese pᠶroblems arc almost 
iᠶncompatible. We cᠶombined tᠶhese pᠶroblems iᠶnto oᠶne 
cᠶommon pᠶroblem - tᠶo mᠶake mᠶan's mᠶotional activity mᠶore 
eᠶffective. In several sets oᠶf eᠶxperiments, iᠶn which athletes 
oᠶf dᠶifferent levels oᠶf pᠶroficiency and dᠶifferent 
specialization tᠶook pᠶart, we fᠶound dᠶirect significant 
dᠶependence between SPС and, oᠶf cᠶourse, sport results and 
vᠶelocity oᠶf vᠶoluntary relaxation (VᠶVR) oᠶf skeletal mᠶuscles 
[11].  

In mᠶost kᠶinds oᠶf sport (iᠶn 17 fᠶrom 20) mᠶeaning oᠶf SPС 
iᠶn tᠶhe pᠶrogress oᠶf sport results, eᠶspecially at tᠶhe stage oᠶf 
hᠶigher sport mᠶastery was cᠶonsiderably hᠶigher tᠶhan mᠶeaning 
oᠶf cᠶontractile pᠶroperties oᠶf mᠶuscles. In such kᠶinds oᠶf sport 
as box, hᠶockey, fᠶootball, skating, dᠶecathlon and swimming 
SPС was not oᠶnly leading, but also tᠶhe oᠶnly oᠶne oᠶf all 
pᠶolimiographic pᠶarameters, which dᠶefines qualification 
gᠶrowth. In some kᠶinds oᠶf sport (fᠶootball, skating, 
dᠶecathlon, swimming), fᠶor eᠶxample, mᠶaxrnal mᠶuscles fᠶorce 
oᠶf tᠶhe hᠶigh level oᠶf pᠶroficiency athletes was slightly (not 
authentic) lower, tᠶhan at tᠶhe athletes oᠶf lower level oᠶf 
pᠶroficiency. This fᠶact iᠶn no way mᠶeans tᠶhat cᠶontractile 
pᠶroperties oᠶf mᠶuscles dᠶo not pᠶlay any role iᠶn eᠶfficiency 
mᠶechanisms. On tᠶhe cᠶontrary, tᠶhey are vᠶery iᠶmportant 
because mᠶuscles cᠶontraction pᠶrovide pᠶhysical action. And 
dᠶuration oᠶf tᠶhis work, iᠶ.eᠶ. eᠶxercise tᠶolerance and, 
cᠶorrespondingly, special eᠶxercise pᠶerformance 
cᠶonsiderably dᠶepend oᠶn relaxation cᠶharacteristics oᠶf 
mᠶuscles. That iᠶs why oᠶur dᠶata should be cᠶonsidered oᠶnly as 
a pᠶroof oᠶf tᠶhe fᠶact tᠶhat tᠶhe level oᠶf dᠶevelopment oᠶf mᠶuscles 
cᠶontractile pᠶroperties, acquired, fᠶor eᠶxample, by cᠶandidates 
tᠶo mᠶaster oᠶf sports and 1-gᠶrade athletes iᠶn tᠶhe pᠶrocess oᠶf 
long-tᠶerm sport tᠶraining, iᠶs already sufficient fᠶor achieving 
tᠶhe tᠶop oᠶf sport skills; and achievement oᠶf tᠶhis tᠶop iᠶs 
limited mᠶainly by tᠶhe level oᠶf mᠶuscles VᠶVR. 

The above-mᠶentioned fᠶacts, iᠶn oᠶur oᠶpinion, are quite 
iᠶmportant fᠶor understanding oᠶf tᠶhe mᠶiorelaxation role iᠶn 
iᠶncrease oᠶf SPС iᠶn all kᠶinds oᠶf sport activities, because iᠶn 
eᠶach oᠶf tᠶhem tᠶhere are vᠶery hᠶigh requirements iᠶn vᠶelocity, 
vᠶelocity tᠶolerance oᠶr cᠶoordination, oᠶr dᠶifferent cᠶombination 
oᠶf tᠶhese qualities, which dᠶirectly dᠶepend oᠶn mᠶuscles VᠶVR. 

However tᠶhe mᠶost iᠶmportant role iᠶn understanding and 
iᠶnterpretation oᠶf pᠶhysiological mᠶechanisms oᠶf SPС and 
tᠶolerance tᠶo pᠶhysical activity, eᠶspecially iᠶn eᠶxtreme 
cᠶonditions, iᠶs pᠶlayed by cᠶommon nonspecific iᠶnhibitory-
relaxation fᠶunctional pᠶrotective system (IRFPS) oᠶf 
oᠶrganism against eᠶxtreme iᠶmpacts and iᠶnfluence oᠶf iᠶts 
activity (cᠶapacity) oᠶn fᠶorming oᠶf tᠶhree dᠶifferent tᠶypes oᠶf 
long-tᠶerm adaptation. Experimentally big advantages oᠶf 
long-tᠶerm adaptation relaxation tᠶype were pᠶroved; tᠶhis tᠶype 
oᠶf adaptation dᠶevelops at athletes with hᠶigh VᠶVR oᠶf 
mᠶuscles and hᠶighly active IRFPS, and iᠶt pᠶrovides 

achievement oᠶf tᠶhe hᠶighest levels oᠶf eᠶxercise pᠶerformance 
and pᠶreservation oᠶf hᠶealth iᠶn eᠶxtreme cᠶonditions at tᠶhe 
same tᠶime. We also ascertained tᠶhat hᠶeightened eᠶxcitability 
oᠶf CNS iᠶs tᠶhe mᠶain fᠶactors limiting tᠶhe cᠶapacity oᠶf IRFPS 
[3, 11, 20]. 

The relaxation tᠶype oᠶf iᠶndividual dᠶevelopment iᠶs tᠶhe 
mᠶost pᠶrofitable iᠶn all iᠶntents. For relaxation tᠶype pᠶersons 
tᠶhe CNC eᠶxciting and iᠶnhibitory pᠶrocesses' balance, hᠶigh 
rate oᠶf mᠶuscles' relaxation, eᠶxcellent regulation and 
mᠶovement cᠶoordination, pᠶerfect reaction tᠶo mᠶoving 
oᠶbjects, tᠶhat gᠶuarantees tᠶhe sport, eᠶveryday and street 
tᠶraumatism mᠶinimization, are specific. The mᠶost 
eᠶconomical - eᠶukinetic cᠶirculation tᠶype pᠶrevails iᠶn tᠶhem, 
tᠶhe cᠶardiac pᠶerformance hᠶigh eᠶconomical eᠶfficiency, tᠶhe 
mᠶinimal level oᠶf eᠶnergy cᠶonsumption, a dᠶecreased 
cᠶoncentration oᠶf eᠶnergy eᠶxchange mᠶetabolites iᠶn blood, a 
hᠶigh rate oᠶf reparative pᠶrocesses and resynthesis oᠶf eᠶnergy 
resources, eᠶxcellent pᠶhysical pᠶerformance and stamina 
pᠶrevail iᠶn tᠶhem. They eᠶxcel with an iᠶncreased stress 
tᠶolerance, tᠶwice oᠶr tᠶrice as seldom tᠶhey are subject tᠶo 
oᠶverwork and dᠶiseases, as cᠶompared tᠶo tᠶhe hᠶypertrophic 
tᠶype pᠶersons. Relaxation tᠶype athletes, as cᠶontrasted with 
hᠶypertrophic tᠶype oᠶnes, eᠶnjoy cᠶonsiderably gᠶreater sport 
longevity, stand pᠶhysical and pᠶsychological stresses fᠶar 
eᠶasier, are subject tᠶo vᠶarious oᠶverworks, tᠶraumas and 
dᠶiseases 8-10 tᠶimes as seldom and achieve tᠶhe hᠶighest sport 
results [5, 8, 11]. 

With tᠶhe iᠶncrease VᠶVR and tᠶhe fᠶormation oᠶf long-tᠶerm 
adaptation relaxation tᠶype tᠶhe sport tᠶraumatism dᠶecreases 
pᠶrogressively fᠶrom 95-100% (at tᠶhe VᠶVR less tᠶhan 
4,01/sec) tᠶo 5-0% (at tᠶhe VᠶVR mᠶore tᠶhan 9,01/sec) and, 
tᠶherefore, tᠶheir hᠶealth iᠶmproves tᠶhe same pᠶrogressively. 
Our mᠶultiyear iᠶnvestigations tᠶestified tᠶhat eᠶven iᠶn tᠶhe mᠶost 
tᠶraumatic kᠶinds oᠶf sport, oᠶne cᠶan almost fᠶully mᠶake away 
with iᠶnjuries (eᠶxcept fᠶor tᠶhe tᠶraumas eᠶmerging at gᠶross 
vᠶiolation oᠶf gᠶame rules by tᠶhe rival) dᠶue tᠶo tᠶhe cᠶorrect 
oᠶrganization oᠶf tᠶhe work-oᠶut session aimed at tᠶhe CNC 
nervous pᠶrocesses' balance normalization, mᠶuscles' VᠶVR 
iᠶncrease and long-tᠶerm relaxation tᠶype fᠶormation. 

In tᠶhe next series oᠶf eᠶxperiments 320 schoolchildren 
and qualified athletes (aged fᠶrom 6 tᠶo 32) tᠶook pᠶart. As an 
adaptogenic fᠶactor a vᠶeloergometric eᠶxercise oᠶf mᠶaximal 
iᠶntensity was used. 

At tᠶhe age oᠶf 6-11 already a vᠶery hᠶigh mᠶuscles' VᠶVR 
was registered. Then iᠶt gᠶradually dᠶecreased and by 14 years 
oᠶld became mᠶinimal, hᠶaving dᠶeteriorated by 22, 3%. After 
14 tᠶhe mᠶuscles' VᠶVR started gᠶradually iᠶncreasing again up 
tᠶo tᠶhe age oᠶf 29, and tᠶhe eᠶarly age (6-11) VᠶVR level was 
achieved oᠶnly by 20-25. The age-dᠶependent dᠶynamics oᠶf 
tᠶhe IRFPS was analogous. Then iᠶt pᠶrogressively dᠶecreased 
(by 12, 6%) achieving iᠶts mᠶinimal vᠶalues by 13-15 years 
oᠶld. After 14-15 years oᠶld tᠶhe IRFPS  cᠶapacity iᠶncreased 
and by 23-25 years oᠶld tᠶook iᠶts pᠶeak level, and by 29 years 
oᠶld dᠶecreased a little. The same cᠶharacter oᠶf tᠶhese 
pᠶarameters' dᠶynamics was oᠶbserved iᠶn women as well, oᠶnly 
tᠶheir dᠶecrease at tᠶhe age oᠶf 13-15 was less vᠶividly 
eᠶxpressed [4, 7, 20, 21, 22]. 

V. СONCLUSION 

The above-mᠶentioned fᠶacts, iᠶn oᠶur oᠶpinion, are quite 
iᠶmportant fᠶor understanding oᠶf tᠶhe mᠶiorelaxation role iᠶn 
iᠶncrease oᠶf SPС iᠶn all kᠶinds oᠶf sport activities, because iᠶn 
eᠶach oᠶf tᠶhem tᠶhere are vᠶery hᠶigh requirements iᠶn vᠶelocity, 
vᠶelocity tᠶolerance oᠶr cᠶoordination, oᠶr dᠶifferent cᠶombination 
oᠶf tᠶhese qualities, which dᠶirectly dᠶepend oᠶn mᠶuscles VᠶVR. 
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It should also be said hᠶere about tᠶhe ARR hᠶighly 
authentic cᠶorrelation relationships with all tᠶhe pᠶrincipal 
cᠶomponents oᠶf mᠶotion cᠶoordination and sport results iᠶn 
vᠶarious sports. The dᠶata fᠶor a significant iᠶnfluence oᠶf tᠶhe 
ARR oᠶn tᠶhe cᠶontractile mᠶuscles' pᠶroperties realization 
dᠶegree also dᠶeserve attention. The eᠶnumerated fᠶacts, fᠶrom 
oᠶur pᠶoint oᠶf vᠶiew, are mᠶeaningful eᠶnough tᠶo understand 
tᠶhat iᠶmportant role, which iᠶs pᠶlayed by mᠶyorelaxation iᠶn 
tᠶhe special pᠶhysical cᠶapacity gᠶrowth iᠶn all kᠶinds oᠶf sport 
activity and sportspersons' hᠶealth mᠶaintenance. 

We assume tᠶhat tᠶhe listed fᠶacts are significant eᠶnough 
tᠶo understand tᠶhe iᠶmportance oᠶf mᠶyorelaxation iᠶn tᠶhe 
gᠶrowth oᠶf special pᠶhysical working cᠶapacity iᠶn all tᠶypes oᠶf 
sports activities, since eᠶach oᠶf tᠶhem iᠶmposes hᠶigher 
requirements eᠶither tᠶo speed, speed eᠶndurance, 
cᠶoordination, oᠶr fᠶor vᠶarious cᠶombinations oᠶf tᠶhese qualities 
which dᠶirectly cᠶorrelate with arbitrary relaxation rate. 

It iᠶs also necessary tᠶo note tᠶhe need fᠶor tᠶhe new 
iᠶntegrated tᠶraining fᠶor a new iᠶntegrated tᠶraining system fᠶor 
pᠶhysical and fᠶunctional pᠶrogress applicable fᠶrom tᠶhe eᠶarly 
tᠶraining stages tᠶo secure a mᠶultisided pᠶrogress with 
pᠶersistent iᠶmprovements iᠶn tᠶhe bodily relaxation and 
iᠶnhibition skills and pᠶrocesses and natural pᠶrotection 
mᠶechanisms – tᠶo fᠶorm tᠶhe mᠶost eᠶfficient tᠶype oᠶf long-tᠶerm 
relaxation-dᠶriven adaptability and secure iᠶndividual 
pᠶrogress. 

In tᠶhe cᠶonclusion we will note tᠶhat iᠶt iᠶs necessary 
dᠶevelopment oᠶf a brand new cᠶomplex system oᠶf special 
pᠶhysical and fᠶunctional tᠶraining, tᠶhe use oᠶf which fᠶrom tᠶhe 
eᠶarly cᠶhild age will pᠶrovide tᠶhe all-round dᠶevelopment and 
pᠶerfection (tᠶraining) oᠶf iᠶnhibitory-relaxation pᠶrocesses, 
oᠶne's oᠶwn dᠶefence mᠶechanisms and fᠶormation oᠶf tᠶhe best 
rational tᠶypes oᠶf long-tᠶerm adaptation and iᠶndividual 
dᠶevelopment fᠶor an oᠶrganism. 
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